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Introduction to OVO Foundation
●

OVO Foundation is a corporate foundation. It’s the charitable arm of OVO which has a vision to power
human progress with clean aﬀordable energy for everyone

●

OVO Foundation was set up in 2014 with the aim of helping smart charitable organisations tackle three
of the most complex social problems of our time: youth homelessness, educational inequality, and
access to energy

●

All our projects centre around our mission to give young people a better future

●

OVO Foundation is funded by 70,000+ OVO Energy customers (who donate at least 25p each month) as
well as OVO Energy

●

OVO Energy matches all customer donations but also provides ‘top-up’ donations to ensure an annual
income of £1m

For more information on our projects, please visit: www.ovofoundation.org.uk

Introduction to Project Jua
●

‘Jua’ means sunshine in Swahili and so ‘Project Jua’ is the perfect name for a project that brings solar
power to rural schools and health clinics in the underserved counties of Kenya. The project is funded by
OVO Foundation and uses Energy4Impact as its delivery partner

●

Since 2017, OVO Foundation has invested £2m in Project Jua. This investment has been split into two
phases: during the pilot phase, OVO Foundation electriﬁed 20 schools and health clinics. For the second
phase, OVO Foundation has made a £1.75m investment which will be used to electrify 250 schools and
50 health clinics by Spring 2020. This is expected to beneﬁt more than 300,000 people over a period of
three years

●

The power will be used for things such as:

○
○
○

Lighting classrooms to enable children to study longer

○

Powering lifesaving health equipment such as fridges (which help to store life-saving vaccines
safely) and oxygen machines and incubators which can also save lives before and after childbirth

Lighting in health clinics to ensure health professionals are able to work safely at night
Powering educational equipment such as tablets and computers – helping to bridge the digital
divide and harness the beneﬁts of ICT for rural education

Pilot phase
●

The pilot phase of Project Jua began in December 2017 after OVO Foundation partnered with Energy 4
Impact

●

For the pilot, OVO Foundation funded the installation of an 800W solar system (which included solar
panels, batteries and Remote Monitoring Systems (RMS)) in 20 schools and health clinics in two of the
underserved counties in Kenya: Turkana and Kiliﬁ

●

Prior to the installation, Energy 4 Impact visited 33 schools and collected baseline data to assess the
suitability of the sites for the pilot project. This included information like like the size and nature of the
school, the facilities, numbers of teachers and the current and future energy needs of the sites. The
breakdown of these schools is:

●

The results of this baseline data collection can be found in this deck and used by other organisations
looking to undertake similar projects. This document should provide a helpful overview of the energy
needs of schools in the underserved counties in Kenya

Summary of needs assessment ﬁndings
1.

There is a clear diﬀerence between the two counties in this sample of schools: Turkana schools are
far larger in size but currently consume far less energy and have less access to appliances. The ratio of
teachers to students is also lower

2.

A third of the schools in the sample do not currently have a source of power, those that do tend to
have faulty/insuﬃcient solar panels or unreliable grid connections

3.

Kiliﬁ schools generally need additional power for their existing appliances, whilst the Turkana
schools need power for new proposed appliances

4.

By far the biggest energy consuming appliances across these schools are computers/tablets
followed by security lights and standard light bulbs. The most in demand appliances in terms of
volume are computers/tablets, followed by fans, light bulbs, sockets and security lighting. These
increase the energy needs dramatically. Items such as photocopiers/printers are not high in volume but
may be higher priority

5.

The most popular services that schools expect to be enabled are photocopying/printing, phone
charging and internet services

6.

All schools forecast their requirements to be beyond the 800W that the system can provide, and
some are already above that level. This demonstrates how important it is that the schools use the
systems as eﬃciently as possible. Analysis to understand the schools’ energy usage and determine
their eﬃciency would be valuable!

Numbers of children
The Kiliﬁ schools tend to have far fewer students than the
Turkana schools, with an average size of 327 students vs
1,339.
Turkana also has a far bigger range in size, from 53 up to
4,287 students whereas in Kiliﬁ they range from 89 to 750.
There is not a notable diﬀerence in size between primary
and secondary schools.

School size range:

School sizes:

Current energy sources
One third of the schools do not have any existing power source (11 of the 33). For the remaining schools, the
power sources are shown below, some have a combination of the diﬀerent sources.

The majority of those with solar panels
either mention that the size of the
existing panel(s) is too small or they are
ineﬃcient/broken.
Despite 10 being connected to the grid,
all of these suﬀer from poor reliability
with regular outages that can last a very
long time (days, months, years). Some
have never received power due to issues
with the transformer.
The diesel generators are often used as
backup and have a reasonably high cost
associated with them, ranging from
12,000 to 36,000 ksh per month.

Current energy usage
Across the 33 schools, 9 have listed no existing energy usage - 5 in Turkana, 4 in Kiliﬁ. This translates to 36% of
Turkana schools and 21% of Kiliﬁ schools. Average usage across all schools in Turkana is 147 kWh and in Kiliﬁ is
544 kWh, despite Turkana having the larger number of students per school. Below, we can see that some of the
largest schools in terms of student numbers have the lowest existing energy usage, the majority without any
usage are also private schools:

Note:
Dots represent the
number of
students, bars are
current energy
usage.

Current energy usage by school
Here we can see the breakdown by school. Those with the highest usage are unsurprisingly those with
computers (/tablets). The next highest contributor energy usage are street/security lights followed by lighting
bulbs. The latter two also appear to be the higher priority for schools with low usage.

Current energy usage by boarding status
We can see that schools with boarding students tend to have higher energy usage, but there are still some that
have little or none such as Mwamba Care Junior School. A school such as this might beneﬁt even from a small
energy system that would allow the use of light bulbs, security lighting and other low usage appliances.

Future requirements – appliances
The biggest demand for appliances in future are shown below (limited to PEU):
The vast majority are computers and tablets. Generally Turkana schools are planning to add more appliances
than those in Kiliﬁ which may be expected as they currently have fewer. It’s worth noting that using volume
might not be an indication of importance - some items such as photocopiers/printers may only need 1 or 2 per
school.
Average per school

*The majority of these are tablets.

Proposed energy usage activities
With additional power, schools have listed the following as their proposed energy activities:

‘Other’

Photocopying/printing, phone
charging and internet services
are the most popular presumably as these will all be
used by the schools
themselves.
Following these, additional
services for the students and
community are the most
popular (renting space for
meetings, renting the projector,
selling cold drinks and paid
evening classes).

Future requirements – Energy usage (Wh)
The impact of these additional appliances on energy consumption is shown here by school. The implication of
large green segments is that proposed appliances will add a lot to the school’s energy consumption. We can
see that generally the Turkana schools are proposing to add a lot more energy usage. In Kiliﬁ, the total
expected energy usage increases by 42%, whereas in Turkana it is 278%.

Future requirements – Energy usage (Wh)
For sizing systems, we have assumed 5 hours of peak usage to convert energy usage into the below ﬁgures.
Based on current levels (grey bars), 16 out of the 33 would already be above the proposed system size of
800W. Using proposed future appliances results (green bars) every school in the sample moves above the
800W threshold (ignoring Kakuma which has no plans?). It indicates that using these systems eﬃciently is very
important for maximising their beneﬁt.

Safety and accessibility
All of the sites score 4 or 5 out of 5 for safety, indicating there doesn’t seem to be much cause for concern in
that respect. Some sites are not simple to access though, and this could cause diﬃculty when installing systems
and carrying out maintenance. The schools in Kiliﬁ tend to have worse access than those in Turkana.

Phase II of Project Jua
£1.75m for Phase II
●
For the next phase of the project, OVO Foundation will be investing £1.75m in Project Jua to electrify 300
schools and health clinics in ﬁve of the underserved counties in Kenya: Turkana (also targeted in our
pilot phase), Kiliﬁ (also targeted in our pilot phase), Taita-Taveta, Kwale, Isiolo. This will be completed by
Spring 2020.
●

We installed monitoring devices in each of the 20 sites of our pilot project to track energy production
and consumption. We have used this data to decide on installing two diﬀerent sizes of system for the
second phase of the project – 250 sites (school and small health clinics) will be installed with 1060W
systems, and 50 sites (large health clinics) will have 2385W systems

Lithium Ion batteries and Remote Monitoring Systems
●
Each site will be ﬁtted with solar panels plus storage, enabling the use of power at night. What’s more,
we’re using Lithium Ion batteries which are more expensive but will support the longevity and
sustainability of the project
●

One of the big challenges for those working on solar projects is around the lack of data relating to
energy consumption – and how much power these types of institutions actually need. In Project Jua, we
are understanding electricity demand from the bottom up. We are installing RMS systems on each site,
which means in a three-year period following the ﬁnal installation, we’ll be able to assess the production
and consumption at each site and most importantly, share this knowledge and information with others
in the sector

Phase II of Project Jua
Monitoring and evaluation
●
The following three years will focus heavily on monitoring and evaluation, and data collection as we
share our knowledge and experience within the development sector and try to ensure energy becomes a
key component of all future health and education projects, especially in instances where
technology/equipment is involved
Estimated cost/kWh
●
We believe this is one of the most cost-eﬀective projects for delivering oﬀ-grid solar and storage on a
relatively small scale in the development sector. We estimate that over the course of 10 years, the cost of
energy will be as follows:
○
1060W systems: £0.2493p/kWh
○
2385W systems: £0.1892/kWh
Additionality
●
We also know that many sites don’t have the basic infrastructure and so we also funding local
electricians to wire 700+ rooms so that each site can start using the power straight away
Operations and maintenance
●
We will provide training to a representative from each site and also conduct follow-up mentorship in
future site visits to support the sustainability of the project and ensure the equipment is well looked
after

